An MRI-compatible, ultra-thin, flexible stimulator array for functional neuroimaging by direct stimulation of the rat brain.
We developed an MRI-compatible, ultra-thin, flexible stimulator array for the rat brain and performed functional MRI (fMRI) acquisition during direct electrical stimulation of the brain. This technique measured brain activity evoked by direct stimulation of the motor and the somatosensory cortex. In order to avoid MR signal loss due to interferences with the main static field and RF field in the MRI system, the stimulator array was made from a non-magnetic gold electrode of 100-nm thickness on a 2-um-thick parylene substrate. By using this stimulator array, MR images without signal loss around conducting electrode pads were acquired, and fMRI acquisition during concurrent electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex was achieved. Neuronal activity propagated to distant brain areas from the stimulated motor cortex. Positive blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signals were observed with direct stimulation of the motor cortex, while negative BOLD signals were observed with direct stimulation of the somatosensory cortex. Interestingly, the pattern of brain activity evoked by direct stimulation of the somatosensory cortex was different from that evoked by electrical stimulation of the forepaw.